The First Kitty
2009 Bay Mare

PRODUCE RECORD:
2013 Stylish Hal (embt), c. by Halreycious
2016 Once in a Blu Boon, c. by Once in a Blu Boon.
2017 Black Cheeky Boon, c. by Once in a Blu Boon
2018 In foal to Hashtags for an April 2019 foal.

By CHIQUITA CAT (2006). $43,239: NCHA Open Futurity finalist. Half brother to CROWN HIM PISTOL ($108,663: top 10, NCHA Open Futurity); out of CHIQUITA PISTOL ($557,501: NCHA Horse of the Year; NCHA Triple Crown). Son of HIGH BROW CAT, $110,800. NCHA #1 All-Time Leading Sire of earners of over $69,700,000, including DONT LOOK TWICE ($823,504: NCHA Horse of the Year; NCHA & AQHA World Champion), METAL LIC CAT ($637,711: NCHA Horse of the Year; NCHA Open Futurity Champion), BOON SAN KITTY ($565,504: NCHA Horse of the Year), HIGH BROW CD ($542,101: NCHA Horse of the Year; NCHA Open Futurity Champion), FAITH IN MY CAT ($514,809: NCHA World Champion Gelding), SMOOTH AS A CAT ($501,874: NCHA Horse of the Year), OH CAY FE LIX ($468,498: NCHA Open Futurity Champion), HYDRIVE CAT ($416,709: NCHA Open Futurity Reserve Champion).

1st dam
Shortys Candy, by Shorty Lena. $8,889: split 5th, Augusta 4-Year-Old Open Futurity. Dam of earners of over $318,624, including–
|| Heaven On Hooves. $9,129: Holsey Foundation Open Derby Co-Champion.

STEVES NURSE (f. by Dual Rey). $134,922: split 4th, NCHA Open Futurity; Galles Ranch Open Derby; 5th, PCCHA Fall 4-Year-Old Open Stakes; NCHA Open Super Stakes semi-finalist. Dam of–
|| STEVES INDIAN (f. by Hickorys Indian Pep). $26,064: 4th, Bonanza Open Derby; NCHA Open Derby semi-finalist.
|| BRIGASHORTY (g. by Brigaboy). $18,766: 3rd, ACHA World Championship Non-Pro Classic; 4th, Augusta All-Age $50,000 Amateur.

MOMA SAYS (f. by Brigaboy). $13,549: PCCHA Open Futurity, Music City Open Futurity and Abilene Spectacular Open Derby.

2nd dam
MONTADOS CANDY, by Montana Doc. $75,469: NCHA $3,000 Novice Reserve World Champion; NCHA Bronze Award; PCCHA Open Classic Reserve Champion. Dam of earners of over $225,000, including–
SHORT CANDY (Shorty Lena). $132,953: 4th, NCHA Open Futurity. Dam of–

PLAYBOYS CANDY MAN (Freckles Play boy). $28,483: NCHA Futurity finalist.
DARLING NURSE (Dual Rey). $22,863: 7th, PCCHA Open Futurity. Dam of–
|| DOONEY BOONSMAL ($76,338: Wrangler Open Classic Reserve Champion).
BRIGAPEANUT (Brigaboy). $15,296: ACHA $3,000 Novice World Champion.
BOOT SCOOTIN GAL (Sugar Leo Quixote). $14,310: ACHA $3,000 Novice World Champion.
SWEET PEPPER CANDY. $10,489: El Cid Open Futurity Champion.